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MESSAGE

FROM DEAN LEHMAN

My theme for this year has been the
quality of optimism. In two previous
messages, I suggested that there is a
sensible form of optimism, significantly
different from the blather spouted by
Voltaire's fictional Dr. Pangloss. And I
suggested that the best lawyers often
exemplify this moderated quality: they are
pragmatic activists, inspired by a belief in
their own efficacy.
A decade ago, University of Michigan
psychology professor Christopher Peterson
and his collaborator Lisa Bossio surveyed
the extensive literature concerning the
relationship between optimism and
physical health. Their book, Health and
Optimism (Basic Books 1991), offers
insights that can help us to explore this
terrain with greater specificity.
Peterson and Bossio define optimism in
cognitive, rather than emotional, terms.
Their definition entails a set of beliefs
about the real world, beliefs that lead
people to approach the world actively,
gathering information they can use to solve
problems. The authors measure subjects'
optimism according to how they explain
the causes of misfortunes they experience.
Optimists are those who attribute bad
events to causes that are external to
themselves, unstable (i.e., ephemera\), and
specific to the particular event.
Peterson and Bossio describe many
interesting studies that link optimistic
thinking with such different health
attributes as reduced incidence of the flu
and prolonged survival after breast cancer.
And they offer thoughtful suggestions
about how such a relationship might
be explained.
I suspect, however, that lawyers would
be most interested in their discussion of
the relationship between optimism and
problem solving. The authors first discuss
the experimental analysis of "learned
helplessness." Dogs and people were
subjected to unpleasant occurrences over
which they had no control (electric shocks
for the dogs, problems that can't be solved
for the people). Those experiences made
them less effective than their counterparts
when they later confronted other situations
in which they had greater control.
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Optimistic people were less prone to
learned helplessness than pessimists. The
authors found a significant difference
between the two groups in the scope of the
learned helplessness effect. Pessimists tend'
to generalize their experience of
helplessness from one kind of task to
another kind. Optimists, in contrast, tend
to restrict the helplessness lesson to
domains that are closely similar to the
domain of initial frustration.

I suggested that the best lawyers often
exemplify this moderated quality:
they are pragmatic activists, inspired
by a belief in their own efficacy.

I recently witnessed the real-world
benefits of such an approach. During
January and February, the lawsuit over our
admissions policy wemt to trial , and I had
the opportunity to work closely with a
team of extraordinarily talented lawyers.
Over the course of an exhausting month, I
was frequently inspired by their unflagging
resilience. They built an impressive factual
record in support of our position, and I am
convinced that part of why they were so
effective was that they shared a group ethic
of optimism.
Whenever a setback occurred (for
example, when the judge denied a
motion), the most senior lawyers set the
tone. They did not take the setback as
indicative of any stable or general cause
(such as a general predisposition by the
judge against our case). They saw it as a
momentary hindrance that said nothing
about what would happen next.
Over the course of the trial, the junior
lawyers came to emulate their more
experienced colleagues. None of them were
Pollyannas; they did not believe that things
would work out for the best, regardless of
what they did . But they believed that what
they did could make a difference. They
were motivated to work heroically to
ensure that they put on the best case
possible. And we, their clients at the Law
School, were the ultimate beneficiaries of
both their abilities and their attitudes.
It is reasonable to ask whether a law
school can help nurture that quality in its
students. I suspect that we can. Not by
preaching, and perhaps not by the Socratic
method. But perhaps we can model for our
students an optimistic approach to our
environment. We could consciously look
for realistic evidence that the causes of
misfortune are external, unstable, and
specific, and resist the impulse to see them
as internal, stable, and general. We might
thereby help them to develop reflexes that
will help them to be healthier and more
successful attorneys.
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